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Introduction
The White Pass is located just a few miles outside the town of Skagway, Alaska. It
separates Skagway from the Yukon Territory and British Columbia in Canada. Locals of
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Alaska and the Yukon know the pass well; it offers a wide variety of awesome, sometimes
intimidating backcountry skiing terrain. In the late 1800’s the White Pass was the route
many prospectors traveled through to get into the Yukon during the 1898 Gold Rush, many
came seeking fame, fortune, and adventure. Today, that same sense of adventure surrounds
the pass.
These days travelling the White Pass is much simpler due to the Klondike Highway
which runs through the pass connecting Skagway to the Alaska Highway and Whitehorse,
the largest city in the Yukon about 240 km away from Skagway. Nearly 19 Miles of road run
through the White Pass letting avid skiers travel to different aspects and varying snow
conditions with relative ease. Up until a few years ago the knowledge of the pass was a
local secret. With no official guidebook and no avalanche forecasting webpage; skiers from
the Yukon and Alaska had limited knowledge of the conditions, different runs, and
avalanche reports. What you knew was what you knew. Thanks largely in part to Claude
Vallier, local Yukon Resident and author to the first White Pass guidebook; skiers are
becoming more informed to the conditions and status of the White Pass.
Ever since I spent this past summer working in this region of Southeast Alaska I
have been hooked on the idea of doing an extended trip in the White Pass. Just driving
through, it’s easy to get lost in the endless peaks, all seeming to offer epic possibilities for
skiing. This expedition is just the start of my effort to become more familiar with what is in
my newfound backyard.
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The Team
Charlie Stewart:
Charlie grew up in Northern New Jersey, far from the mountains and outdoor
environment he has become so passionate about. His love for the outdoors traces back to
his first job as a snowboard instructor at a local ski resort. Since then he has attended
atte
SUNY
Plattsburgh’s Expeditionary Studies program
focusing in backcountry
skiing/mountaineering and paddle sports.
Over the summer of 2012, Charlie attended
two 12 day IWLS courses geared towards
mountaineering and ski mountaineering.
Afterwards he spent
nt the remainder of his
summer working with Alaska Mountain
Guides as a rock climbing & zip lining guide.
In preparation for this trip Charlie will be
continuing his avalanche education by
taking an AIARE certified Avalanche II
course. This course will teach
ch Charlie more technical snow profile analysis and give him the
skills to begin personally forecasting avalanche conditions. Prior to the trip Charlie will also
be preparing in the backcountry in Utah, as a ski leadership student on one of the
Expeditionary
ry Studies courses.
In the near future Charlie
would like to travel to Nepal as well
as South America, both to seek out
mountaineering, but also to
experience the culture and societies
of these areas. For the expected
future he plans to continue workin
working
in Southeast Alaska with Alaska
Mountain Guides & IWLS. His long
term ambition is to guide
mountaineering & ski
mountaineering trips
internationally to many of the
world’s popular mountain
destinations.
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Jaime Welfelt
Jaime hails from the Pacific Northwest, living
most of her life in Washington. Growing up
with parents who loved the outdoors and
loved to ski, Jaime took up skiing at a young
age. Continuing to seek the outdoors later in
life, she became a biologist after college and
has spent three seasons working in
Southeast Alaska for the National Parks
Service. Jaime’s knowledge of local flora &
fauna for Southeast is extensive, anyone who
gets the chance to travel into wilderness
with her is sure to learn a lot about the local
wildlife. Her work for the Park service has
taken Jaime deep into many parts of
Southeast Alaska’s backcountry and she holds a good deal of experience in snowy, wet
environments.
Presently calling Bellingham home during the winter, Jaime considers Baker
Mountain to be her home mountain. When not at Baker, Jaime frequently tours several
backcountry spots in the Cascades near her home in Bellingham.
When not residing in Alaska or her home state, Jaime has travelled to various parts
of the world including Thailand, China, Mexico, France, Switzerland, and Italy. She looks
forward to returning to Southeast Asia and doesn’t plan to stop travelling anytime soon.
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Expedition Guidelines
General
•

[Leave No Trace] Throughout my trip I will be traveling on snow surfaces reducing
my impact on tundra environments, if encountered I will walk on established trails
or navigate around on snowy surfaces to preserve natural plant life. Human waste
will be disposed of in a groover lined by a bag; any bags will be carried out and
disposed of at the proper facility back in Skagway. I will rely on canister [Canisters
will be punctured and recycled properly at the end of the trip] and white gas cook
systems to acquire snowmelt water and cook meals. As a courtesy to other users of
the White Pass all winter camps will be dug up and filled in to the best of my ability
to leave as little evidence of a campsite as possible, and avoid leaving holes which
skiers might fall into.

•

[Minimalist Ethics] My trip will follow lightweight guidelines, I will have the option
of using my car in the event of weather/condition considerations, but my gear will
still remain lightweight. I will be travelling good distances each day sometimes
leaving a base camp for a lightweight alpine style ascent. The majority of my gear
will serve more than one purpose giving it versatility and multi-function.
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•

[Unsupported] The White Pass is a remote destination where help is not
immediate. While I will have my contacts in Skagway at the ready, my trip will be led
by myself and my potential partners. Decisions will be made democratically
amongst the group with active input from all members of the expedition. A
professional guide will not accompany this trip with the purpose of “guiding” the
other members of this trip.

•

[Advance Skills] Undertaking this trip will require me to train my skiing skills as
well as take a course in advanced avalanche testing/assessment skills [AVY 2]. The
trip itself will put these skills to the test making daily decisions based off conditions,
assessing terrain, and dealing with variable winter/spring conditions in Southeast
Alaska. This trip may have times where placing wands, traveling on rope teams, and
navigation of whiteout conditions is necessary, these are all skills I have learned that
will be enhanced by undertaking this trip. At the end of this trip I will feel
significantly more comfortable leading an unsupported backcountry
skiing/mountaineering trip for more than a week’s time in the backcountry.

•

[Time span] This trip will cover 12-14 days in the backcountry (discounting
weather days) this satisfies the baseline requirement of 10 days for a senior
expedition.

•

[Planning] This trip will primarily be planned by myself (Charlie Stewart), and then
presented to potential expedition partners who will decide whether this trip is
something they would be interested in. Any assistance I take from outside sources
will be used solely to develop my personal plan and not taken verbatim.
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•

[Difficulty] The difficulty of this trip is substantial to the point where not only is
there potential for failure due to weather; terrain and snowpack could also cause
failure of this expedition. However, the White Pass contains a diverse selection
allowing skiers from intermediate to advanced skills enjoy its snow. There are many
aspects within the Pass and a varying snowpack that can all be easily accessed from
the road which runs through the Pass. If one location is not suitable or becomes
unstable then it will be relatively simple to return to the car and transit to a new
venue.

•

[Weather Conducive to Success] Weather in Southeast Alaska is variable at many
points in the year. April will be a transition period out of winter conditions and in to
spring conditions. This consideration is why this trip has weather days budgeted;
the potential for failure due to weather is there, however with consideration it is a
manageable factor and should not solely determine the expedition’s success or
failure.

•

[No familiarity] Although I have spent several months in this region of Alaska, my
familiarity with the White Pass in particular is limited at best. Yes, I have skied it in
the first week of May; I have not accessed it during this transition time of year, and
there are many peaks and slopes I have yet to explore. I would argue that my
familiarity is limited to the extent that this expedition still meets the criteria; I will
be skiing and setting foot on places I have never been before, though my eyes may
have seen some of these places from afar.
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•

[100 Miles from Plattsburgh and my Family Residence] The White Pass is
3,515miles away from Plattsburgh, NY [maps.google.com]. The Pass is 3,685 miles
away from my hometown of Ramsey, NJ.

•

[Exceed 300 level expectations] The duration of this trip will exceed 10 days
which is beyond the 300 level expectations. The conditions/terrain [environmental
factors] will be diverse and require much attention as they are so variable from
snowpack to weather conditions. This is beyond the scope of what a 300 level
student should be able to assess and make decisions off of. The terrain within the
White Pass will vary greatly from 300 level difficulty to extreme chutes and couloirs,
well beyond what I am capable of skiing, there will be terrain in between which will
accommodate this trip.

•

[Add value to my profile in the industry] Not only will this trip lead me to acquire
new degrees of professional certification [AVY 2], but it will enhance my logbook.
Specifically for the purposes of backcountry skiing and mountaineering it will prove
my competency at executing long trips and navigating backcountry terrain in an
alpine environment. This will be a good kick-start to looking at further certifications
with AMGA [American Mountain Guides Association], which require an extensive
trip log and significant experience in area my trip focuses on.

•

[Be completed with a publication/presentation] I intend to publish this
expedition plan into a formalized book format, as well as present to the
Expeditionary studies major and any additional guests upon my return in early May.
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Backcountry Skiing Specific

•

[Training] Prior to my trip I will acquire my AVY 2 certification. I have previous
training in AVY 1 skills. I have taken a 12 day mountaineering trip and a 12 day ski
mountaineering trip last summer with IWLS [International Wilderness Leadership
School]. This gave me not only familiarity with Southeast Alaska and the conditions
I will face but also several hard skills such as passing protection, traveling on rope
teams, crevasse rescue using a 3 to 1 haul and a 6 to 1 haul system, and anchor
building both dynamic and static on snowy/icy surfaces. During my 12 day ski
mountaineering course I skied the variable conditions Southeast Alaska has to offer,
from corn powder spring conditions, to powdery fluff, and dense sluggish coastal
wet snow. My years in the skiing/snowboarding industry at my local ski resort give
me a solid background in the kinesthetic of skiing to ski the terrain I am looking at.
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Backcountry Skiing Specific

•

[Time/Different Camps] Weather contingent I will be out for long days skinning
objectives and skiing various slopes in the pass, some will be alpine starts some will
be day tours, most will last 6-9 hours in duration. Over the course of the 14 days I
intend to move camp at least 8 times, due not only to changing locations for my
objectives but also in order to maintain a stable camp and leave as little of a trace as
possible in the Pass [Winter camping in one spot for extended periods of time =
more snowmelt and traces of a campsite]

•

[Cannot be Resort based] The White Pass is entirely human powered skiing, there
are no lifts, and the expedition will be strictly backcountry through the duration.

•

[Planned to exceed requirements to allow partial failure/Modification] The
trips duration and difficulty are above the baseline requirements for a Senior
Expedition focused in backcountry skiing. I have budgeted weather days and will
have a contingency plan, if partial failure or plan moderation occurs the expedition
will still meet the baseline requirements for a Senior Expedition.
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Expedition Goals (Personal & Professional)
Personal:
This trip will act as a major step forward for my skills progression both in the
planning process I am currently involved with and the expedition itself. The nature of the
White Pass is remote; help is not immediate or guaranteed. Conditions and terrain vary
greatly, and information on the area is limited with only one official guidebook only having
been published recently. All this adds up to mean my expedition partners and I will have to
be completely self-reliant. I will need to develop conservative and extensive risk
management protocols during the planning stages of this expedition and make sure
everyone involved in the expedition follow them exclusively while actively out on
expedition. This is not just a matter of passing the school/program’s liability protocol but
an actual concern for keeping everyone safe while on this trip and making sure getting
home in one piece is a mandatory goal. The diverse and variable environment the Pass
presents makes for a unique multi-layered trip plan that accounts for a multitude of factors.
This planning process will push me to step back at times and examine whether my plan is
accounting for these variables. One can plan and plan all day endlessly and never get out on
expedition because of it, I will have to identify the point at which I am satisfied with the
plan, to be prepared for everything this trip might throw at me would bury me in work,
what I aim to do is be flexible and ready to adapt as needed if something unseen in the
planning stages arises on the expedition.
The training I will be undergoing between now and the expedition will shape me
into a much more competent backcountry skier. While getting training time in Morocco I
aim to explore the international expedition scene, planning to travel abroad, experiencing
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new cultures, understanding the restrictions of foreign countries [What kind of permitting
do they require? What is available for cooking fuel? What food is available?]. The Avy 2
course I am planning to take this March will bring me to a new level of avalanche
awareness, assessing the snowpack, looking for signs of instability, knowing exactly what
my results indicate and the consequences I might face if I choose to ski it anyway. Avy 1 has
been good for a general understanding but I recognize that there is a lot out there that I
have yet to learn and in a sense puts me in a state of conscious incompetency when it
comes to avalanche awareness. The Avy 2 is not the end all, be all towards becoming aware
of avalanche hazards, it is the next step for me and this expedition is going to push me to
acquire that knowledge before going to Alaska.
The expedition itself will be my opportunity to push my backcountry skiing
boundaries. I expect to get on challenging ski terrain between 30-45 degree slopes, skiing
variable conditions and snowpack [from continental to coastal]. I am going to get ski days
and a good number of them, not all of them are going to be epic powder days and I fully
expect some pretty crummy weather days. I intend to still get out even on those less
appealing weather days so long as there is not a substantial risk involved with skiing that
day, this will open doors towards managing chunky, cruddy snow, maybe some boiler
plating, definitely the wet heavy kind. I expect to have my limits tested with days where I
want to just stay inside my sleeping bag, but crawl out, pack up camp and lug heavy
packs/sleds to the next camp anyway. It will be both a test of my physical state of readiness
as well as my mental and intellectual capability. In the end I still expect to get some
“vacation” days riding some amazing powder that puts a ear to ear smile on my face
because that is part of why I do this kind of thing.
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Professional:
The short and sweet of this expedition will result in furthering my education in
backcountry skiing and mountaineering, new certifications [Avy 2], a more impressive trip
log, and proof that I can plan a long expedition and execute it. All of these things add up to
make me a more hire-able candidate in the guiding world. With my current position in
Alaska Mountain Guides and IWLS, this expedition will give me more depth in terms of
experience and allow me to request more advanced guiding/instructor assignments. In the
long term this expedition will begin to build a solid base of experience to shoot for further
AMGA certifications after graduating from the Expeditionary Studies program.
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Training & Conditioning
“Physical fitness relative to the mountain environment or to any situation (physical and psychological)
can have positive or negative effects on the individual, his teammates, and the overall strategy chosen
to accomplish a particular goal. Get fit and stay fit to accomplish a variety of tasks. The goal of
physical training can be summed up in one phrase, "to make yourself as indestructible as possible."
The harder a man is to kill, the longer he will remain effective, as a climber, a soldier, or whatever.” 1
-Mark Twight

Above: Mark Twight poses in his gym, Gym Jones. Twight is
known as a famous alpinist and guru of health and fitness.

As the quote from famous alpinist Mark Twight, outlines, fitness and proper training are a
crucial part of any individual or teams pursuit of the mountains. Without training and conditioning
it becomes much more exhausting to survive the backcountry, every action requiring more thought
and exertion.
What follows is an outline of the training and conditioning plan that will be undertaken
prior to the Senior Expedition. The first section will outline the core workout elements and general
fitness tasks that will fall into the plan. In the second section, a more discipline specific training
schedule can be found, showing the amount of skiing and backcountry training will occur before the
expedition. The second section will include both informal personal trips performed by the members
of the expedition, as well as any formal safety/backcountry courses being taken pre-trip, such as
Avalanche L2.

1

Twight, Mark. "Gym Jones / Important." Gym Jones / Important. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012.
<http://www.gymjones.com/knowledge/article/important/>.
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Training Plan
Focus: Building strength, cardio and balance base. Training focused on proper technique in
strength exercises (Not maxing weight) to prevent injury. Workout cycle will involve 5 days
of varying exercise with up to 2 personal days of no scheduled activity.
Day 1:
Muscle Focus: Core torso muscles; abdominal muscles and the pectorals.
Warm Up: 15 Minutes on treadmill/running at 5-6mph pace
5 Minutes stretching post run
Cardio:

30 Minutes on rowing machine
30 Minutes running at 6-7 mph pace with a 5 mph cool down 15
minutes in for 2 minutes.

Strength: Pushups 3 sets of (20, 25, 30) reps
Sit-ups 3 sets of (30, 40, 50) reps
Opposite elbow to knee sit-ups (25) targeting oblique
Plank for 1:00, wall sit for 1:00
Butterfly press @ 70% of max 2 sets of (15) reps
Day 2:
Swim day (No lifting)
Exercise: Swim during school’s open swim for a minimum of 30 minutes or
12 laps, whichever comes first.
Day 3:
Warm Up: 15 Minutes on treadmill/running at 5-6mph pace
5 Minutes stretching post run
Strength: Pushups 3 sets of (20, 25, 30) reps
Sit-ups 3 sets of (30, 40, 50) reps
“Exploding” Jacks (Variation of jumping jack)
Opposite elbow to knee sit-ups (25) targeting oblique
Butterfly press 2 sets of (15, 12) reps @ 75%
Cardio:

25 Minutes running at 6-7 mph with a 5 mph cool down for 5 mins
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Training Plan
Day 4:
Warm Up: 15 Minutes on treadmill/running at 5-6mph pace
5 Minutes stretching post run
Strength: Squats 2 sets of (20, 15) reps
Leg press 2 sets of (15, 10) reps
Pull Ups 2 sets of 10 reps
Mountain Climbers 2 sets of 30 reps
Cardio:

Swimming for 30 minutes or 6 laps, whichever is first.

Day 5:
Warm Up: 15 Minutes on treadmill/running at 5-6mph pace
5 Minutes stretching post run
Strength: Pushups 3 sets of (20, 25, 30) reps
Sit-ups 3 sets of (30, 40, 50) reps
Opposite elbow to knee sit-ups (25) targeting oblique
Plank for 1:00, wall sit for 1:00
Butterfly press @ 70% of max 2 sets of (15) reps
Cardio:

30 Minutes on rowing machine
30 Minutes running at 6-7 mph pace with a 5 mph cool down 15
minutes in for 2 minutes.

Day 6:
(Rest Day, no scheduled activity)
Day 7:
Balance Builder:
Slacklining on 2” line with a distance greater than 25 ft between trees.
Practice walking forward and backwards, drop steps, yoga poses, sitting on
the line, and surfing the line.
Also work on balance with the Vew-do balance board for 15- 20 mins
at home that day.
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Ski/Mountaineering Specific Training:
Ski Touring in the Adirondacks
Date: 2/1/13 – 2/28/13 Locations: Adirondacks
Description: Weather dependent the month of February will be devoted to several
backcountry trips in the Adirondacks. Potential locations include Marcy Dam, Whiteface
Highway, & Lyon Mountain. If conditions are such that there is minimal natural snowfall,
focus will be on Whiteface Highway which does not require a deep base to tour as it is more
of a cross country track, in the event this happens the highway will still provide a great
cardio builder. Days at Whiteface Mountain will also be utilized to focus on skiing
technique and becoming a stronger skier. Tours will be done with a fully loaded pack at
times to become acclimated to skiing/touring with weighted pack.
AIARE Level 2 Avalanche Course:2
Date: 3/7/13 to 3/10/13
Location: Empire Pass/Boulder, Colorado
Facilitator: Alpine World Ascents (AIARE accredited)
Description: The American Institute for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE)
level 2 curriculum builds on the introductory backcountry avalanche awareness & risk
management skills of the level 1 course. Using beacons, performing rescues, and digging
snow pits are all skills that should already be present in students and will be refreshed
during the 4 day level 2 courses.
During an AIARE level 2 program, students develop a more in-depth and advanced
understanding of avalanche terrain, snow pack stability, the metamorphosis of snow, and
the mechanics of avalanche releases and triggers. The course spans over 4 days and over
40 hours of classroom and field work, tailored towards professionals in the outdoors
including ski patrollers and guides.
Exp Course 476: Ski Leadership & Touring in Wasatch
Date: 3/12/13 to 3/24/13
Location: Salt Lake City, Utah
Description: This 400 level course, offered through the Expeditionary Studies program
offers students a chance to practice their leadership skills in the backcountry. The role
during 487 breaks into three main components; leadership, facilitation, and “metaskills”
which affect the delivery of other skills. This course will provide invaluable insight into
what it takes to lead groups and personal trips in the backcountry. Time will also be taken
before the 400 level course to do some independent touring in Utah.

2

"American Institute for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE) - AIARE Level 2: Analyzing Snow Stability and
Avalanche Hazard." American Institute for Avalanche Research and Education (AIARE) - AIARE Level 2: Analyzing
Snow Stability and Avalanche Hazard. AIARE, n.d. Web. Oct. 2012. <http://avtraining.org/Avalanche-TrainingCourses/AIARE-Level-2.html>.
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Trip Itinerary
It is important to be able to visualize what you are working towards when planning
an expedition. The trip itinerary can be one of the more fun parts of the planning process; it
allows many freedoms and can help get you excited for what is to come. The itinerary may
not come together all at once, but rather sometimes it is built upon as the planning process
develops, often it is revisited and revised as new ideas come to the table.
Day 1:

Depart Skagway, AK by 8 a.m. (Will be crossing U.S. customs remember passports).
Head towards Fraser/Log Cabin area, see WP guidebook start location 6 (pg.48). Establish
base camp in Log Cabin area and spend the afternoon touring protected areas to assess
snow pack, avalanche conditions, and skiable aspects.

Day 2:
Ski tour of Mt. Log Cabin and or Shallow Peak. *If avalanche or weather conditions
create high risk for skiers then plan to ski in lower elevation within protected tree line.
Difficulty: 2.2
Exposure: E1
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: North-East
Length of Tour: Half day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 900 meters/ 800 meters
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Day 3:
Ski tour of Mt. Log Cabin or Shallow Peak. Try different aspect or repeat yesterdays
ascent depending on conditions.
Difficulty: 2.3
Exposure: E1
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: South-East
Length of Tour: Half Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 845 meters/ 870 meters

Day 4:
Pack up base camp and move south east towards Bryant Lake/Fraser Lake Pass.
Have camp broken down by 7:30 a.m. Establish new base camp near start point 4 in the WP
guidebook.
Spend the rest of the afternoon in low angle terrain (less than 25°) examining
aspects, snowpack, and potential skiable terrain in this zone.
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Day 5:
Ski tour the east ridge of Fraser Peak. *If avalanche conditions or weather does not
permit ski tour of the ridge then run laps in the glades to the north.

Difficulty: 2.3
Exposure: E1
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: East
Length of Tour: Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 865 meters/ 955 meters

Day 6:
Ski tour of Fraser Peak. *If conditions do not permit the tour then skiing trees to the
north is one option. Also a possibility to ski tour the flat lake section in this area for other
skiable objectives or the location for the next base camp.

Difficulty: 3.2
Exposure: E1
Avalanche Terrain: Complex
Aspect: South
Length of Tour: Half Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 865 meters/ 885 meters
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Day 7:
Ski tour of the East face of Taiya Mountain, also known as Table Top. One of the
highest peaks in the area.

Difficulty: 3.3
Exposure: E1
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: East
Length of Tour: Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 880 meters/ 1,000 meters
Day 8:
Pack up base camp and move south towards White Pass Summit area. Have camp
broken down by 8 a.m. New base camp location will provide access to Mt. Cleveland and
Feather Peak, objectives for the next following days.
Spend time in the afternoon touring flat areas and examining different aspects and
snow pack.

*Note: This camp move will require backtracking to log cabin and relocating the car so it is
available on the White Pass Summit end. This move day will still involve several hours of
ski touring to reach the vehicle as well as to skin in to a suitable base camp location.
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Day 9:
Ski tour the South-east summit of Mt. Cleveland. Examine the east face and north
gully areas and decide which aspect would be better to ski, potential to run a lap and cover
both is conditions allow for it.
East Face
Difficulty: 2.3
Exposure: E2
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: East
Length of Tour: Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 860 meters/1,050 meters

North Gully
Difficulty: 3.1
Exposure: E2
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: North
Length of Tour: Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 860 meters/1050 meters
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Day 10:
Ski tour of Feather Peak’s East Face.
Difficulty: 2.3
Exposure: E1
Avalanche Terrain: Challenging
Aspect: Southwest
Length of Tour: Day
Base Elevation/Elevation Gain: 980 meters/850 meters
Day 11:
Pack up camp and return to car. **Will be crossing back into the U.S. on this day so
make sure passports are readily available. Use starting point 11 to enter Goat Lake region,
find suitable base camp near the Sawtooth cirque. This will most likely take up most of the
day leaving little to no time to explore the area after the camp is established.
Day 12:
Last full day of this expedition, taking a scenic tour around Goat Lake area to check
out the Sawtooth Mountains. Maintaining enough distance to be clear of any avalanche
paths originating from the cirque. Return to base camp early and call it an early night.
Morning Day 13 and beyond:
Pack up camp early and return to the car. Exit the wilderness and return to
Skagway. Check in with home contacts and contacts at SUNY Plattsburgh. Complete a trip
report in the days to follow. Formalize a plan of action to create a presentation and return
to Plattsburgh to present about my Senior Expedition.
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Group Dynamic,
Leadership &
The Decision Making Framework
Group dynamic and teamwork is one of the most crucial pieces to a successful
expedition. Things will not always be peaceful within the group, but knowing about the
stages of group development and how they impact performance is an invaluable asset.
Notably Tuckman’s stages of group development3 outline well the stages groups go
through. They are as follows; forming, storming, norming, performing.
Forming: Group members meet, get to know each other and share some personal
information with others, although usually limited in depth. This is usually the point
when goals and aspirations are set and the group sets forth to tackle objectives.
Storming: In this stage the group begins to discuss their problems, both personal
and group related. They will discover a leadership style which suits the group
(See leadership styles below). Confrontation during this stage is likely; it can
sometimes be severe and unpleasant for some.
Norming: The group manages to come to a mutual goal(s) and plan of action. This
requires some members to release their personal thoughts on the matter and stand
behind the consensus. Everyone is working towards the group’s goal(s).
Performing: The group functions efficiently as a team, making sure their group
tasks are done in an efficient and effective manner. Members are motivated and
work diligently, although at times may revert back to earlier stages. Any group is
destined to revisit earlier stages, given enough time.
Groups do not necessarily have to hit all these stages, some may skip steps or
revert back to other stages, but one thing all groups have in common is the need for
healthy group dynamics. Good group dynamic in turn betters the ability for
leadership in members of the group to exist; giving them the respect they need from
their team members in order to assume a position of leadership.
3

"Bruce W. Tuckman - Forming, Storming Norming and Performing in Groups." Bruce W. Tuckman. N.p., n.d. Web.
Nov. 2012. <http://www.infed.org/thinkers/tuckman.htm>.
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Decision Making Framework
There are two kinds of choices in the decision making process, those that are
reactive and those that are proactive. One theory on the steps to decision making states the
stages in a decision are as follows:4

1. Identify the issue & its context
2. Assess the risks/benefits
3. Identify & analyze options
4. Select a strategy
5. Take action
6. Evaluate the results
7. (Repeat if necessary)

5

Pictured above: A widely accepted model
of the decision making framework.
4

"Institutional Links." Strategic Risk Communications Framework within the Context of Health Canada and the
PHAC's Integrated Risk Management. Health Canada, n.d. Web. Nov. 2012. <http://www.phacaspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/risk-com/index-eng.php>.
5
“Institutional Links." Strategic Risk Communications Framework within the Context of Health Canada and the
PHAC's Integrated Risk Management. Health Canada, n.d. Web. Nov. 2012. <http://www.phacaspc.gc.ca/publicat/2007/risk-com/index-eng.php>.
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However, at times in the outdoor environment, decisions need to be made with
much more speed and sometimes this model becomes inefficient. Another model breaks
the contexts part of decision making down into four parts; simple, complicated, complex,
chaotic.6 This model then provides a more thorough approach to the decision making
process which seems more applicable to the sometimes chaotic outdoor environment. In a
more chaotic environment the leader/decision maker’s framework would look more like
this:

1. Act
2. Sense
3. Respond

This simplified framework creates a more immediate action in the decision making
process and makes a solution to the problem quickly. While it does not necessarily mean
the most efficient solution this would immediate action can be invaluable in the outdoors.
For example, in the event of an avalanche on the slope a skier is on, there will not be the
time to follow conventional decision making steps to deal with the situation. Rather, the
immediate action would be to attempt to exit the avalanche path, if that fails moving to the
second step and sensing impending collision with the avalanche might prompt a skier to
deploy an avalanche chute, or make sure he/she has an Avalung mouthpiece in their mouth
properly. In the moment, this is the best it gets when it comes to decision making, someone
may look back on the choices made and have a better decision, but that comes with the
luxury of sitting back and reflecting in a place free from the burden of timeliness.

6

Boone, Mary E. "A Leader’s Framework for Decision Making." Harvard Business Review, n.d. Web. Nov. 2012.
<http://hbr.org/magazine>.
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Leadership
Expedition leadership involves a very dynamic environment, one in which the
leader(s) needs to be prepared to change his/her leadership style to suite the current
status of things. In a simplified state, leadership contains three different styles, theorized
by psychologist Kurt Lewin.7 They are as follows:
1. Autocratic: Decisions come from the leader, and group suggestions or input from other
members is not sought after. This type of leadership allows for quick and streamlined
decisions to be made. A major drawback can occur when group members become upset
and/or frustrated with the centralized leadership.
2. Democratic: While a centralized leader may still make the final decision, this
style of leadership involves group members and encourages open discussion
and input into the decision making process. This motivates group members giving them
a sense of purpose and sometimes betters the results having the insight of multiple
persons and their experience. This style of leadership can however cause for inefficient
decision making as it often requires more time
and can make it difficult for the group to reach a consensus, especially in
larger groups.
3. Laissez-faire: Leaders minimize their presence in this style of leadership,
allowing for other members of the group to make decisions for themselves and tackle
tasks with much more freedom. In order for this method to work, group members need
to be competent in what they are working on. While on a mountaineering trip,
members may not be experienced at mountaineering,
but if they have skill and experience in backcountry cooking, it would be feasible to
employ this kind of leadership during the cooking portions of the
trip. If left unsupervised, this style of leadership can eventually cause a
breakdown in the organization of the group, or work could be performed
improperly if skills are misjudged.

"Kurt Lewin's Leadership Styles." Kurt Lewin's Leadership Styles. N.p., 06 Nov. 2009. Web. Nov.
2012. <http://www.businessmate.org/Article.php?ArtikelId=31>.
7
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Ultimately, it is up to the leader to adapt to changing situations and employ the
different leadership techniques when the occasion calls for it. While some styles may prove
more effective than others, there is no end all be all style that works for every situation. A
good leader has the ability to interpret signals sent from the other members of the group
and address the group needs in a tactful manner. Understanding these concepts allows the
expedition planning to begin to assemble a team, once these steps are in motion it’s time to
start focusing on the monetary side of the expedition.

8

Pictured above: A model of the different leadership
styles and how a leader should utilize them.

8

"The Web's Where You Study In!" Styles of Leadership. N.p., n.d. Web. Nov. 2012.
<http://www.ustudy.in/node/6032>.
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Senior Expedition Budget
Travel:
Gas: Trip total: 5,210 miles
AAA Fuel Calculator Estimate9: $1,100
Highway Tolls: Approx: $25
Oil Change w/ Filter: (Self Service) $45
Inspection: $40
Group Gear:
Wands: $15
Sleds (2): $20
Pickets 36” (4): $120
SPOT Connect: $150
Satellite Phone (Rental): $60
Individual:
Clothing:
Down Booties: $40
Patagonia DAS Parka: $180
Patagonia R1 Hoody: $75
Hestra Ski Gloves: $65
Cooking:
MSR Whisperlite International: $140
MSR Cooking Pot (x2 = 1.6 L/1.1L): $45
MSR Fuel Bottle (2): $35
Food Costs: Approx: $120
Fuel: $45
Gear:
Black Diamond Raven Ice Axe: $40
Black Diamond Cyborg Crampons: $90
Avalung: $55
Snow Profile Test Kit: $20
Miscellaneous:
Emergency Reserve Funds: $200
Total Budget: $ 2,275
th

1) Fuel mileage based off 2003 Jeep Liberty Renegade 4x4, using AAA national gas averages as of Nov. 12 ,
2012
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Equipment List
Ski/Snow Gear
•

Dynafit Stoke AT skis

•

Black Diamond Quadrant AT boots

•

Dynafit climbing skins

•

Life-link ski poles

•

Tracker avalanche beacon

•

BCA avalanche probe

•

Avalanche shovel

•

Avalung for pack

•

Avalanche test kit
o Note pad
o Snow crystal analysis
o Pencil/Knife
o Inclinometer

Technical Gear
•

Black Diamond Chaos climbing harness

•

30m Glacial travel dynamic rope

•

36” Pickets (Protection on glaciers x4)

•

Tibloc, pulley & ascender (Crevasse rescue)

•

Locking carabineer (x4)

•

Non locking carabineer (x3)
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Technical Gear
•

Technical mountain axe

•

Sleds for gear transport

•

Wands (Whiteout Conditions\Marking important features)

Clothing
•

Baseball Cap & Beanie

•

Bandana/Baklava

•

Julbo Explorer Glacier Goggles

•

Smith I/O S Goggles

•

Salomon Acti-lite base layer (x3)

•

Patagonia Fleece

•

Patagonia Nanopuffy

•

Columbia Titanium Series Shell

•

Mtn. Hardwear liner gloves

•

Hestra Anja Parson Pro ski gloves

•

Suunto Core (watch)

•

Underarmor long johns (x2)

•

Patagonia Guide Series soft-shell pants (x2)

•

Down puffy pants

•

Lowe alpine shell pants

•

Smart wool synthetic midweight socks (3 Pairs)

•

Down booties
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Shelter/Sleep
•

Bibler Fitzroy 4 Season 2 Person Tent

•

Mountain Hardwear Polar guard 20 degree synthetic Sleeping Bag

•

Thermarest Ridgerest Sleeping Pad (x2)

•

Mega Mid Group Shelter/Cook Tent

Cooking/Water
•

32 oz Nalgene (x2)

•

.75L Thermos

•

MSR Whisperlite

•

1 Large Cook Pot

•

600 ml Fuel Bottle (x3)

Four Essentials
•

Topo Maps/Compass

•

Waterproof Notepad & Pencil

•

Spot Device

•

Cell Phone

•

Extra Pole Baskets

•

Tenacious Tape Repair Tape

•

Zipper Repair Kit

•

Glob Stopper Skin Wax
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Four Essentials
•

Flint & Steel

•

Spare Headlamp

•

Extra AA and AAA Batteries

•

Hose Clamps

First Aid
•

Sun Screen

•

Knife

•

Lip Balm

•

Ciprofloxacin (Antibacterial)

•

Erythromycin (Antibacterial)

•

Epinephrine (Epipen)

•

Neosporin

•

Mole Skin

•

Ace Bandage Wrap

•

Ibuprofen

Assessing what the team has & needs will play into how big of a budget is needed for the
expedition. If ski mountaineering is something everyone involved has done before or even
often it is likely that the members of the expedition have already started assembling some
of these items. Over a couple years time it is far less painful on the wallet to acquire the
equipment necessary for a ski mountaineering trip, a lot of the equipment will even serve
purpose across several outdoor activities.
While still focused on the expedition budget, and the beginnings of an equipment
checklist, planning can move forward into menu selection and nutrition. It is very helpful to
combine these two aspects as they will most likely cover the second biggest cost on the
budget next to travel. Getting at least an estimate of the costs can help begin the
fundraising process.
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Expedition Meal Plan
Proper nutrition is a vital part of life; nutrition becomes even more important while
undertaking an expedition. Average sized male climbers can burn 500-800 calories an hour
at higher elevations when mountaineering.10 This increased metabolism is due to both the
environment in which mountaineering exists, as well as the increase in physical exertion. It
is important to take this increase into account when planning expedition meals, as the
standard “daily value” will not amount to enough calories per day.
Ideally, the balanced diet consists of 60-70% carbohydrates, 15-20% proteins, and
15-20% fats. Carbohydrates being the body’s primary means for fuel, broken into two
categories; simple carbs which offer quick and instant fuel, and complex carbs which digest
slower and release fuel over time. Some examples of good expedition foods consisting of
carbohydrates include; pasta, instant rice, granola, and oatmeal. Proteins are good for the
body’s recovery phase and help fight off muscle deterioration. When fitting proteins into an
expedition menu some good ideas include; peanut butter, cheese, hummus11, and a variety
of nuts and beans. It is important to pick foods which supply a constant flow of energy; food
high in fat can take too long to digest, while foods containing processed sugars provide
instant, short term bursts of energy but leaded to crashes as the blood sugar levels fall
shortly after consumption.12
Ultimately, a proper, well balanced meal plan is part of the foundation to any good
expedition.
10 Banka, Payal. "Nutrition for Mountaineers." LifeMojo. N.p., n.d. Web. Dec. 2012.
11

McDuffee, Debra. "Is the Protein in Hummus Good Enough?" That's Fit. N.p., n.d. Web. Dec. 2012.

12

Karwarkar, Malati. "Importance of Nurtrition Diet in Mountaineering." Himalayan Journal 39 (1981): n. pag. The Himalayan
Club. Web. Nov. 2012.
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 1

Day 1 (Breakfast)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

Oatmeal
Dried Fruit

260
85

54g
18g

6g
1g

3g
<1g

65g
19g

$0.75
$1.00

Day 1 (Snack)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

(x3) String Cheese

150

3g

18g

7.5g

28.5g

$1.50

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

Day 1 (Lunch)

370

14g

16g

23g

56g

Total
Calories
240
380

Carbs

Protein

Fat

34g
58g

2g
8g

12g
12g

Total Gram
(Weight)
48g
78g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

88g
8g
20g

14g
6g
4g

2g
3g
2g

Peanut Butter/Jelly on
Tortilla
Day 1 (Snack)
Twix Bar
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Day 1 (Dinner)
Pasta (Red Sauce)
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories
420
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
104g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

13

**Day 1 Menu = Day 1 Itinerary (Starting from Skagway)

13

"Count Your Calories for a Healthier Lifestyle." Calorie Counter. N.p., n.d. Web. Nov. 2012.

$2.25
Cost
$0.75
$1.00
Cost
$1.65
$0.45
$0.50
2,110
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 2
Day 2
(Breakfast)
Couscous
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss
Hot Coco

Total
Calories
352
85

<1g
<1g

Total Gram
(Weight)
85.5g
19g

$1.75
$1.00

4g

2g

26g

$0.50

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

380

58g

8g

12g

78g

$1.00

Day 2 (Lunch)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

Cheese &
Hummus
Crackers

370

14g

19g

28g

60g

$2.10

Carbs

Protein

Fat

8g

6g

100

2g

240

Carbs

Protein

Fat

73g
18g

12g
1g

120

20g

Day 2 (Snack)

Total
Calories

Oats N’
Honey Bar

Day 2 (Snack)
Miso Soup
(x2) String
Cheese
Twix Bar
Day 2
(Dinner)
Pad Thai
Oriental
Salad
Swiss Miss
Hot Coco

Total
Calories
85

Cost

3g

Total Gram
(Weight)
17g

$0.45

12g

5g

19g

$1.00

34g

2g

12g

48g

$0.75

Carbs

Protein

Fat

69g

18g

190

12g

120

20g

Total
Calories
410

Cost

7g

Total Gram
(Weight)
94g

$3.75

15g

7g

34g

$1.75

4g

2g

26g

$0.50

Total
Calories

Cost

2,372
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 3
Day 3 (Breakfast)
Bagel
(Cream Cheese/Salmon)
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 3 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Day 3 (Lunch)
Peanut Butter/Jelly on Tortilla
(x2) String Cheese
Day 3 (Snack)
Dried Fruit
Twix Bar
Day 3 (Dinner)
Thanksgiving Dinner
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

554

71g

22.5g

12g

105.5g

$3.50

120

20g

4g

2g

26g

$0.50

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g

8g

12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

14g
2g

16g
12g

23g
5g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

18g
34g

1g
2g

<1g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g
20g

17g
4g

11g
2g

Total
Calories
380
Total
Calories
370
100
Total
Calories
85
240
Total
Calories
460
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
Total Gram
(Weight)
56g
19g
Total Gram
(Weight)
19g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
72g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$1.00
Cost
$2.25
$1.00
Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$2.75
$0.50
2,429
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 4
Day 4 (Breakfast)
Oatmeal
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 4 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 4 (Lunch)
Peanut Butter/Jelly on
Tortilla
(x2) String Cheese
Day 4 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 4 (Dinner)
Chinese Surprise
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories
260
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
65g
19g
26g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g
18g
20g

6g
1g
4g

3g
<1g
2g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Total
Calories
370

Carbs

Protein

Fat

14g

16g

23g

Total Gram
(Weight)
56g

100

2g

12g

5g

19g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

74g
8g
20g

16g
6g
4g

7g
3g
2g

Total
Calories
380
240

Total
Calories
380
240
Total
Calories
440
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
97g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$0.75
$1.00
$0.50
Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$2.25
$1.00
Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$4.25
$0.45
$0.50
2,820
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 5
Day 5 (Breakfast)
Oatmeal
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 5 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 5 (Lunch)
Cheese & Hummus
Crackers
Dried Fruit
Day 5 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 5 (Dinner)
Pasta (Red Sauce)
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories
260
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
65g
19g
26g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g
18g
20g

6g
1g
4g

3g
<1g
2g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

370

14g

19g

28g

60g

$2.10

85

18g

1g

<1g

19g

$1.00

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

88g
8g
20g

14g
6g
4g

2g
3g
2g

Total
Calories
380
240

Total
Calories
380
240
Total
Calories
420
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
104g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$0.75
$1.00
$0.50
Cost
$1.00
$0.75

Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$1.65
$0.45
$0.50
2,705
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 6
Day 6 (Breakfast)
Bagel
(Cream Cheese/Salmon)
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 6 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
(x3) String Cheese
Day 6 (Lunch)
Peanut Butter/Jelly on
Tortilla
Dried Fruit
Day 6 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 6 (Dinner)
Pad Thai
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

554

71g

22.5g

12g

105.5g

$3.50

85
120

18g
20g

1g
4g

<1g
2g

19g
26g

$1.00
$0.50

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
3g

8g
18g

12g
7.5g

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

370

14g

16g

23g

56g

$2.25

85

18g

1g

<1g

19g

$1.00

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

69g
8g
20g

18g
6g
4g

7g
3g
2g

Total
Calories
380
150

Total
Calories
380
240
Total
Calories
410
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
28.5g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
94g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$1.00
$1.50

Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$3.75
$0.45
$0.50
2,979
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 7
Day 7
(Breakfast)
Couscous
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss
Hot Coco

Total
Calories
352
85

<1g
<1g

Total Gram
(Weight)
85.5g
19g

$1.75
$1.00

4g

2g

26g

$0.50

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

380

58g

8g

12g

78g

$1.00

Day 7 (Lunch)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

Peanut
Butter/Jelly
on Tortilla

370

14g

16g

23g

56g

$2.25

Carbs

Protein

Fat

8g

6g

100

2g

240

Carbs

Protein

Fat

73g
18g

12g
1g

120

20g

Day 7 (Snack)

Total
Calories

Oats N’
Honey Bar

Day 7 (Snack)
Miso Soup
(x2) String
Cheese
Twix Bar
Day 7
(Dinner)
Thanksgiving
Dinner
Swiss Miss
Hot Coco

Total
Calories
85

Total
Calories
460
120

Cost

3g

Total Gram
(Weight)
17g

$0.45

12g

5g

19g

$1.00

34g

2g

12g

48g

$0.75

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g

17g

20g

4g

Cost

11g

Total Gram
(Weight)
72g

$2.75

2g

26g

$0.50

Total
Calories

Cost

2,292
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 8
Day 8 (Breakfast)
Oatmeal
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 8 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 8 (Lunch)
Peanut Butter/Jelly on
Tortilla
Dried Fruit
Day 8 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 8 (Dinner)
Pasta (White Sauce)
Oreo No-Bake
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories
260
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
65g
19g
26g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g
18g
20g

6g
1g
4g

3g
<1g
2g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

370

14g

16g

23g

56g

$2.25

85

18g

1g

<1g

19g

$1.00

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

88g
42.5g
20g

14g
8g
4g

2g
23g
2g

Total
Calories
380
240

Total
Calories
380
240
Total
Calories
420
404
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
104g
73.5g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$0.75
$1.00
$0.50
Cost
$1.00
$0.75

Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$1.65
$3.75
$0.50
3,104
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 9
Day 9 (Breakfast)
Oatmeal
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 9 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 9 (Lunch)
Peanut Butter/Jelly on
Tortilla
(x2) String Cheese
Day 9 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 9 (Dinner)
Chinese Surprise
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories
260
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
65g
19g
26g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g
18g
20g

6g
1g
4g

3g
<1g
2g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Total
Calories
370

Carbs

Protein

Fat

14g

16g

23g

Total Gram
(Weight)
56g

100

2g

12g

5g

19g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

74g
8g
20g

16g
6g
4g

7g
3g
2g

Total
Calories
380
240

Total
Calories
380
240
Total
Calories
440
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
97g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$0.75
$1.00
$0.50
Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$2.25
$1.00
Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$4.25
$0.45
$0.50
2,820
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 10

Day 10 (Breakfast)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

Oatmeal
Dried Fruit

260
85

54g
18g

6g
1g

3g
<1g

65g
19g

$0.75
$1.00

Day 10 (Snack)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

(x3) String Cheese

150

3g

18g

7.5g

28.5g

$1.50

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

Day 10 (Lunch)

370

14g

16g

23g

56g

Total
Calories
240
380

Carbs

Protein

Fat

34g
58g

2g
8g

12g
12g

Total Gram
(Weight)
48g
78g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

88g
8g
20g

14g
6g
4g

2g
3g
2g

Peanut Butter/Jelly on
Tortilla
Day 10 (Snack)
Twix Bar
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Day 10 (Dinner)
Pasta (Red Sauce)
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories
420
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
104g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

$2.25
Cost
$0.75
$1.00
Cost
$1.65
$0.45
$0.50
2,110
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 11
Day 11
(Breakfast)
Couscous
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss
Hot Coco

Total
Calories
352
85

<1g
<1g

Total Gram
(Weight)
85.5g
19g

$1.75
$1.00

4g

2g

26g

$0.50

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

380

58g

8g

12g

78g

$1.00

Day 11
(Lunch)
Peanut
Butter/Jelly
on Tortilla

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

370

14g

16g

23g

56g

$2.25

Day 11
(Snack)
Miso Soup
(x2) String
Cheese
Twix Bar

Total
Calories
85

Carbs

Protein

Fat

8g

6g

100

2g

240

Day 11
(Dinner)
Burrito
Dinner
Swiss Miss
Hot Coco

Total
Calories
520

Carbs

Protein

Fat

73g
18g

12g
1g

120

20g

Day 11
(Snack)
Oats N’
Honey Bar

Total
Calories

120

Cost

3g

Total Gram
(Weight)
17g

$0.45

12g

5g

19g

$1.00

34g

2g

12g

48g

$0.75

Carbs

Protein

Fat

54g

21g

20g

4g

Cost

13g

Total Gram
(Weight)
72g

$2.75

2g

26g

$0.50

Total
Calories

Cost

2,352
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 12
Day 12 (Breakfast)
Bagel
(Cream Cheese/Salmon)
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 12 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
(x3) String Cheese
Day 12 (Lunch)
Cheese & Hummus
Crackers
Dried Fruit
Day 12 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
Twix Bar
Day 12 (Dinner)
Pad Thai
Miso Soup
Swiss Miss Hot Coco

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

554

71g

22.5g

12g

105.5g

$3.50

85
120

18g
20g

1g
4g

<1g
2g

19g
26g

$1.00
$0.50

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
3g

8g
18g

12g
7.5g

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

370

14g

19g

28g

60g

$2.10

85

18g

1g

<1g

19g

$1.00

Carbs

Protein

Fat

58g
34g

8g
2g

12g
12g

Carbs

Protein

Fat

69g
8g
20g

18g
6g
4g

7g
3g
2g

Total
Calories
380
150

Total
Calories
380
240
Total
Calories
410
85
120

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
28.5g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
48g
Total Gram
(Weight)
94g
17g
26g
Total
Calories

Cost
$1.00
$1.50

Cost
$1.00
$0.75
Cost
$3.75
$0.45
$0.50
2,979
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Expedition Menu Spread Sheet
Day 13
Day 13 (Breakfast)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

554

71g

22.5g

12g

105.5g

$3.50

85
120

18g
20g

1g
4g

<1g
2g

19g
26g

$1.00
$0.50

Total
Calories
380
150

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Cost

58g
3g

8g
18g

12g
7.5g

Total Gram
(Weight)
78g
28.5g

Bagel
(Cream Cheese/Salmon)
Dried Fruit
Swiss Miss Hot Coco
Day 13 (Snack)
Oats N’ Honey Bar
(x3) String Cheese

$1.00
$1.50

Emergency Reserve Food
Day 1-13
Ramen
Noodles (x5)
Oats N’
Honey Bar
(x4)
Snickers Bars
(x4)

Total
Calories

Carbs

Protein

Fat

Total Gram
(Weight)

Cost

950

130g

30g

36g

196g

$5.75

1,520

232g

24g

48g

304g

$4.00

1,084

138g

17g

54.5

209.5g

$6.25
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Go/No Go Conditions

It is important for every expedition team to establish clear and concise conditions
under which it will either be safe to proceed, or require aborting the current objectives. A
solid start when considering these conditions is to ensure that all members of the group
will be within their comfort level, taking what they consider acceptable risks. This
ultimately means that the go/no go conditions should yield themselves to the person who
is least experienced or comfortable with the risks involved. With this in my, this expedition
will operate under three primary conditions; the assessment allows the team to proceed
with its objective, the assessment dictates that the team call off the objective and take
alternative actions, the assessment dictates that the team evacuate the field and reassess
from the front country. In order to assess a wide variety of expedition conditions the team
will use the following assessment checklist, (See following page), to determine one of these
three outcomes. All decisions to proceed with an objective must be unanimous; if any team
member is not feeling comfortable to proceed the team must seek alternative action.
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Condition Assessment Checklist
1. Are there hazards involved with the objective?
2. If yes to #1 what are the hazards, what are the consequences?
3. Does everyone have the minimum equipment required for the objective?
4. Is the objective outside of anyone’s skill level?
5. Will this objective potentially put the team out in the field after dark?
6. Are there any changing trends to the weather surrounding the objective?
7. Have there been avalanches near/on the objective?
8. If yes to #7 what aspect were they on? Is this the same aspect the team would
be on?
9. Was there fresh snowfall the day before? If so, what was the average
accumulation? Were there conditions which could cause wind loading on an
aspect?
10. Is the objective within the area the team told front country contacts they
would be within?
11. Is the objective within the team’s limit of adequate reserve to be able to make
it back to camp/establish an emergency shelter in the event of an accident or
unforeseen obstruction?
Before the expedition team attempts any objective, the members of the team shall review
and answer each of these questions. Assessments will be done as a team, with open
communication among members; no one will make a decision regarding the objective
without consulting the rest of the team. The only time this does not apply is in the event of
an emergency, where action is necessary and does not allow for a team assessment.
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Limit of Acceptable Conditions for
Ski Touring in the Backcountry

•

The team will not ski on aspects before conducting snow profile tests
o Digging snow pits/hasty pits in at least 2 different sections of the objective,
or on terrain representative of what will be skied.

•

The team will not ski on open slopes above tree line exceeding 25 degrees incline
within the first 24 hours of snowfall exceeding 6”

•

The team will not proceed with an objective if it will take them past their initially
established turnaround time.
o Regrouping periodically to assess the timeliness of the tour will happen with
a maximum of 1 ½ hour intervals.

•

Any objectives outside the areas proposed and approved in this proposal and its
contingency plan, require consultation and approval from the Expeditionary Studies
Director & involved faculty.

•

All team members must be equipped with beacon, shovel, and probe before
beginning any ski tour.
o Beacons must be turned on and set to transmit prior to departing camp
o A beacon check will be conducted before departing camp; every member
must be able to show that their beacon is transmitting properly.
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Limit of Acceptable Conditions for
Ski Touring in the Backcountry
•

If the objective involves terrain where rock/ice fall is likely or occurring helmets
must be worn at all times.
o In the event rock fall is occurring directly aabove
bove or in the direction which the
team is head, putting them at risk of being hit, the objective will be aborted.

•

Team members must be able to maintain a line of sight on skiers when skiing open
slopes (Devoid of trees/anchors) in avalanche terrain.

•

Team
am members will not ski the slope at the same time when in avalanche terrain.
One skier will descend to a safe point outside the avalanche hazard, once stopped
the second skier may descend.

•

When skinning up an aspect which could slide, team members will not cut a skin
track directly above another team member.

•

The team will not proceed with an objective if a member of the party is not feeling
100% about the objective.
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Risk Assessment and Management
This expedition to the Southeast region of Alaska involves several objective hazards,
the risk assessment/management plan in this section is in place to identify objective
hazards outside of the expedition member’s control, and in addition it will reduce the
chance for creating subjective hazards within the party’s control. This expedition will
commence when winter conditions of high winds, heavy snow and below freezing
temperatures can still be a reality in Southeast Alaska. Although the Klondike Highway
runs through the White Pass, emergency services are remote on either end, with Skagway
being the closest U.S. town over 15 miles away from the Fraser section of the Pass. Services
provide in Skagway include a medical clinic containing up to registered nurses, no doctors,
an EMS service with certified EMTs as well as search and rescue crew members. For any
major medical emergencies requiring evacuation, the nearest major medical center is
located in Juneau, AK approximately 100 miles away (Google maps). Due to Juneau being
landlocked (no roads out) the Dahl Memorial clinic in Skagway will look after any
evacuations until a life-flight is organized for a 45 minute flight to Juneau where patients
will be transferred to the Bartlett Regional Hospital. 14
When touring the White Pass skiers find themselves between the U.S. customs
stations 4 Miles outside Skagway and the Canadian Customs Station 16 Miles from the U.S.
customs station (Google Maps). Emergency responses to incidents within the pass are
jointly enacted by a combination of Canadian Mounties and U.S. Border Patrol and rescue
services located in Skagway.
14

"Municipality of SkagwayÂ ." Municipality of SkagwayÂ . N.p., n.d. Web. Sept. 2012.
<http://www.skagway.org/index.asp?Type=B_BASIC>.
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A thorough risk assessment and management plan will be essential to this
expedition due to the remoteness of the expedition. Objective hazards such as avalanches,
weather, and glaciers will need to be dealt with by expedition members without the
support of outside sources. It will be the expedition member’s responsibility to properly
assess conditions, establish go/no go standards, and make complete observations about the
snow stability and changes to the local weather throughout the trip. An excerpt from the
book snow sense by Doug Fesler and Jill Fredston underlines the importance of complete
risk assessments when people venture into the backcountry:
“An incomplete examination of the available data leads to erroneous conclusions concerning the degree
of hazard present. And the data in and of itself is not as important as the interrelationship of the data. Generally
no single piece of information will tell the whole story15.” (Snow Sense: The Avalanche Hazard Evaluation
Process)

In order to make sure the expedition’s risk assessment process is obtaining relevant
information and conducting a complete evaluation the “bull’s-eye approach” will be used,
getting to the source of the problem without getting swamped or distracted with useless or
irrelevant information.16 The risk assessment process will begin long before the expedition
has even begun, keeping tabs on the local avalanche bulletin as provided by the Canadian
Avalanche Center (http://www.avalanche.ca/cac/bulletins/latest/yukon). By following the
forecasts and observations through the season familiarity of the snowpack and conditions
will be gained. Expedition members will know what aspects have had high frequencies of
avalanches and under what conditions. This familiarity will also give members a better

15

Fredston, Jill A., and Doug Fesler. Snow Sense: A Guide to Evaluating Snow Avalanche Hazard. Anchorage, Ak.:
Alaska Mountain Safety Center, 1999. Print.
16
Fredston, Jill A., and Doug Fesler. Snow Sense: A Guide to Evaluating Snow Avalanche Hazard. Anchorage, Ak.:
Alaska Mountain Safety Center, 1999. Print.
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chance of detecting buried layers of instability in the snow pack, keeping a particular eye
out for surface hoar observations followed by snowfall in the following days creating the
potential for depth hoar in certain areas. This is the mentality behind the bull’s-eye
approach; simply knowing that the air temperature is below freezing does not do much to
reduce uncertainties about the conditions. Knowing that there was a period of warm
temperatures followed by overnight temps below freezing adds more weight to the
information collected. Familiarity of the weather, conditions and avalanche info can make it
possible to draw up trends for the area (I.E- a particular section of the pass usually gets a
consistent wind direction following significant snow accumulations, wind loading the same
aspects storm after storm, possibly explain why certain facing slopes experience
significantly higher frequencies of avalanches.)
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Risk Assessment
Objective Risks
(6 Minutes for Safety)
“Objective hazards are a natural part of the environment. They cannot be eliminated and
either one must not go into the environment where they exist or adhere to a procedure
where safety from the hazard is assured.”17
•

Avalanches (exposure, severity)

•

Glaciers (crevasses, rock fall, ice fall)

•

Weather (snowfall, wind loading, fog, sun exposure)

•

Terrain traps (cliffs, trees, rocks)

•

Wildlife (Bears, Moose, Whistle Pigs)

Subjective Risks
(Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills)
“Subjective (or human) hazards… The hazards that climbers bring to the
mountain...”18
•

Equipment failure

•

Motor vehicle accident

•

Medical illness (Bacterial, viral infection, medical conditions, dental issues)

•

Inadequate training (physiological, psychological & technique/knowledge)

17 "Subjective vs. Objective Hazards." 6 Minutes for Safety. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012.
<http://www.wildfirelessons.net/documents/6MFS_SubjectiveVsObjectiveHazards.pdf>.
18 Mountaineers, The. Mountaineering The Freedom of the Hills. 7th. Seattle:
The Mountaineers Books, 2007. Print.
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Risk After
Hazards

Risk Management
Probability

Severity

Type/Cause

Mitigation
Prevention/Risk Reduction/Elimination
Prob/Severity

Avoid zones w/ high avalanche probability.
Minimize exposure by careful route selection and
moving quickly when in avalanche paths. Do not ski
zones above 25° after fresh snowfall. Stick to dense
tree zones during high avalanche danger. Keep
Unlikely/
Injury/death due

camps out of run out zones, never closer than 21° to
3- Very Likely

Moderate

High

to Avalanche

a slope that could slide. Conduct multiple snow tests
Consequence
on terrain respective to what will be skied. Attain
Avy II training prior to trip to be more able to assess
snow profile & snowpack stability and avalanche
hazards. Obtain & record conditions and incidents
reported by the Yukon Avalanche Center.

Injury due to

3- Very Likely

Moderate

exposure to cold

Injury due to sun
exposure

5- Likely

Low

Bring adequate clothing and shelter for the early

Unlikely/

spring/late winter season in AK. (See Equipment

Minimal

List).

Consequence

Eliminate by staying covered with clothing and

Unlikely/

applying adequate sun screen to exposed sections of

Minimal

skin.

Consequence
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Hazards

Risk Management

Risk After

Prevention/Risk Reduction/Elimination

Mitigation

Reduce by maintaining a healthy diet w/ good dose

Unlikely/

of vitamin C. Bring prescription medicine and [OTC]

Minimal

to medical illness

medication in the four essentials kit.

Consequence

Becoming lost due

Reduce by using wand markers in some locations.

to extreme

Use GPS device to mark campsites, use bearing with

Probability

Severity

Type/Cause

Illness/Injury due

4- Likely

Moderate

Unlikely/
5- Likely

Moderate

Minimal

weather/white out

team travel to maintain direction of travel in a

conditions

straight line.

Consequence

Threat of bear attack on camp is minimal at this
Unlikely/
Threat from bear

early stage of the year. Any bears that may be active
10- Unlikely

Moderate

activity in the area.

Moderate
this early will be in the low valley regions away
Consequence
from this expedition’s location.

Avoid traveling on glaciated terrain. Use of rope
teams when traveling on glaciated terrain. Have
proper equipment to perform a belay escape and
self rescue person in crevasse. (See Equipment list)
Injury due to
crevasse fall

3- Very Likely

High

Ensure that each member of the expedition has
been instructed on the hazards of crevasses and
knows how to manage rope teams/perform

crevasse rescues.

Unlikely/
Moderate
Consequence
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Hazards
Probability

Risk Management

Risk After

Prevention/Risk Reduction/Elimination

Mitigation

Severity

Type/Cause

Reduce by observing all posted speed limits and
traffic signs. Yield to traffic which has the right of

Unlikely/

way and any emergency vehicles. Observe all local

Moderate

and state traffic laws. Wear seat belts when vehicle

Consequence

Injury/Death due
4- Likely

Moderate

to motor vehicle
accident
is in motion.

4- Likely

Moderate

Reduce by drinking at least 3 L of water per day.

Unlikely/

Resupply of water will come from snowmelt using

Minimal

MSR stoves to melt snow into drinkable water.

Consequence

Dehydration

Reduce risk by creating a meal plan for expedition

Unlikely/

members. Budget 2,500 – 3,000 calories a day,
Illness due to

7- Unlikely

Minimal

Low
consisting of 3 main 500 calorie meals and several

Malnutrition
smaller snacks spread through the day.

Consequence
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Hazards
Probability

Risk After

Prevention/Risk Reduction/Elimination

Mitigation

Reduce by visiting a dentist prior to the expedition

Unlikely/

for a full cleaning/check up. Maintain dental

Minimal

hygiene throughout the trip with a minimum of 2

Consequence

Severity

Type/Cause

5- Likely

Risk Management

Moderate

Dental Issues

teeth brushings per day.
Reduce risk by maintaining a clean kitchen area free
of tripping hazards and obstructions. Instruct all

Unlikely/

expedition members on proper stove usage. Clean

Minimal

up any fuel spills and keep excess fuel away from lit

Consequence

Injury due to
5- Likely

Moderate

accident with
stoves
stoves.
Reduce risk by training ski abilities pre-expedition.

Unlikely/

Reduce on expedition by avoiding terrain above the
3- Very Likely

Minimal

Moderate

Injury due to

comfort level of the group; avoid tight couloirs and

downhill skiing

skiing into potential terrain traps.

Consequence

192021

19

Expeditions and Travellers, University of East Anglia. "Risk Assessment for Expeditions and Travellers." Risk Assessment for
Expeditions and Travellers. N.p., n.d. Web. Sept. 2012. <http://www.uea.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.86219!risk_assessment.pdf>.
20

Expeditions, DofE. "Risk Management Plan for Expeditions." Risk Management Plan for Expeditions. N.p., July 2009. Web.
Sept. 2012. <http://thecrossing.thebegavalley.org.au/uploads/media/Xing_Risk_Management_Plan_for_Expeditions.pdf>.
21

Morely, Sean. "Risk Assessment." Expeditionkayak.com Worldwide Kayak Expeditions, Sean Morleyâ™s Kayak Expeditions
Website, Publish Your Kayak Expedition Here, Kayalking in California, Sea Kayaking, Surf Kayaking, Paddlesports, California
Paddlesports. Word Press, n.d. Web. 09 Oct. 2012. <http://www.expeditionkayak.com/resources/risk-assessment/>.
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Emergency Protocol & Response Plan

Situations encountered while on the expedition requiring this emergency protocol plan to
be enacted will be broken down into the following four categories.

1. Close Calls: An event where the chance for any one of the following three
categories to occur exists with medium to high probability.

2. Incidents: A low impact event such as a minor cut, or bruises, gear malfunctioning
resulting in little consequence to the expedition and its members. May require
some attention but will not result in evacuation or alteration to the expedition
plan.

3. Minor Emergencies: An event where someone on the expedition becomes
injured/ill or equipment fails to the point where significant attention and decision
making is required. First aid must be rendered, plans may be changed as needed,
evacuation of a member could be necessary.

4. Major Emergencies: An event where one or multiple members of the expedition
becomes seriously injured or ill or an essential piece of gear such as the tent is
damaged beyond repair. First aid must be rendered, plans will be revised,
evacuation is imminent, and outside services such as search and rescue or life-flight
may be required.
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Close Calls
While no harm may come to the members of the expedition, close calls will still be
reacted to with a minimum level of attention. A note of the close call will be taken by at
least one member of the expedition detailing the time, date, and rough location of the close
call. This note will also detail the nature of the close call, (ex: A slide occurred on the same
slope as the expedition members) and record the plan of action following the event (ex:
Group exiting the slope along a high ridge outside of the potential slide zone). At the end of
the day a group debriefing will reflect on the close call and evaluate whether human factors
were at fault for the close call. If a mistake in decision making is observed the expedition
members will draft a plan of action to encourage that the same mistake is not repeated.
Incidents & Minor Emergencies (Medical/Equipment):
In the event that an expedition member becomes ill or injured the highest medically
certified member will take command of the situation in. Medicine for Mountaineering22 will
be brought on the expedition and referenced to diagnose any illness encountered on the
expedition. Other members of the expedition will assist the highest certified person in
whatever way they are qualified, however at times they may be asked to stay out of the
way. The group including the injured member will convene once immediate dangers are
dealt with and decide whether the incident/ minor emergency will require the expedition’s
plan to be altered or revised. Continual observation of the situation will take place and if
the situation worsens the level of response may be bumped to a major emergency
response.

22

Wilkerson, James A. Medicine for Mountaineering & Other Wilderness Activities. Seattle, WA: Mountaineers, 1992. Print.
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In the event of minor equipment failure such as a ski pole breaking or a dirty stove
jet, the expedition members will coordinate their four essentials in an attempt to fix or
maintenance the broken/damaged piece of equipment. If appropriate materials for a repair
are lacking or the equipment is damaged beyond the possibility of repair the group will
hold a discussion to evaluate the short and long term implications of the loss. If is
determined that the consequences are minimal then the expedition will carry on, if
however the consequences are more severe then actions will be taken to alter the
expedition plan and manage the situation.

Major Emergencies (Medical):
In the event that one or more members of the expedition becomes seriously ill or
injured the highest medically certified member will take command of the situation and
remain in command until the action plan is concluded. During major emergency response
no expedition member is to knowingly endanger themselves or the other expedition
members in any attempt to rescue or assist the injured/ill member(s). Immediate care will
be provided, if safe, to the highest degree of medical certification and the uninjured
members of the expedition will ready a plan of action to evacuate. In the event that outside
rescue services can not be reached or a weather system prevents extraction the group will
assess whether the injured member(s) can be moved and whether or not the group will
begin to move the injured out of the backcountry.
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Major Emergencies (Gear):
In the event that a piece of essential gear such as shelter or stove is damaged beyond
repair the group will take time to discuss the implications of this situation. A plan of action
will be made to evacuate the backcountry. In the event that the group is left shelter-less
and an impending weather system makes travel out of the backcountry impossible, the use
of a snow shelter will be employed.
Chain of Command
Due to the small team nature of this expedition a formal chain of command, such as
those used by search and rescue, will not be effective. However during any level of
emergency involving the need for medical attention expedition members will yield
authority to the highest medically certified person. The highest certified person will be
responsible for administering care to his/her degree of certification, delegating additional
responsibilities to other expedition members, and ensuring that records of the emergency
are taken by someone in the party. It will be the highest medically certified person’s
responsibility to determine the degree to the emergency (incident, minor, or major) and it
will be within this person’s authority to call off the expedition and require evacuation.
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Contact Information/Call Out Numbers
1. Skagway Police Department
a. Phone : (907)- 983-2232
2. Christine & Bill Stewart (Parents)
a. Home : (201)-327-2977
b. Mobile Chris : (201)-819-6412
c. Mobile Bill : (201)-819-6340
3. Scott Stewart (Brother)
a. Mobile : (201)-841-0316
4. Klondike Gold Rush Parks Services

a. Phone : (907)-983-2921
5. US Customs and Border Protection

a. Phone : (907)-983-2325
6. Larry Soroka (Expeditionary Studies Plattsburgh State: Director)
a. Mobile : (518)-570-9159
7. Casey Henley (Expeditionary Studies Plattsburgh State: Ski Programs)
a. Mobile : (206)-851-2689
8. Dahl Memorial Clinic in Skagway
a. Phone : (907)-983-2255
9. Bartlett Regional Hospital Juneau
a. Phone : (907) 796-8900
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Contingency Plan
A contingency plan offers the protection of alternative options in the event
something major with the expedition does not go according to plan. It is easy to get what is
referred to as tunnel vision, becoming focused on the expedition and making sure it gets off
the planning table and into action; but there comes a time where if things aren’t lining up
then objectives and goals need to be changed.

The contingency plan for this expedition as follows:
In the event that the expedition has not been finalized and underway by the first
week of May, 2013, this contingency plan will be enacted. Due to spring/summer season
conditions affecting the snowpack by this time of the year in Southeast Alaska, some of the
objectives may be altered, removing the expedition members from placing themselves on
aspects and inclines which may be hazardous of wet avalanches.
The expedition itself will also be broken into two segments, one 4 day trip to the
Upper Dewey Lake region outside Skagway, AK. This zone has a great deal of avalanche
terrain but will also support touring in areas outside of potential avalanche paths should
expedition members evaluate the area as being unstable. A primitive alpine cabin may be
used by expedition members in the event rain/bad weather presents itself as is typical
spring/summer conditions for Southeast Alaska.
The second portion of the trip will consist of 6 days out in the White Pass.
Expedition members will evaluate snow stability and deem a suitable zone to support 6
days of travel, moving camp multiple times, and attempting to summit several peaks should
snow stability and weather allow for it.
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The expedition party will remain in contact with local personnel at Alaska Mountain
Guides, via a combination of handheld radio, cell phone, and/or spot device.
During the White Pass section of the trip all expedition members will respect and
adhere to the comfort levels of their team members. Due to late season snowpack
conditions expedition members will thoroughly discuss intended routes and travel plans,
ensuring everyone is on the same page. No member of the expedition will attempt to
complete and objective unless all members of the party are within their acceptable risk
levels.
Should weather or snowpack conditions deteriorate to a point where an expedition
member does not feel comfortable backcountry camping, the team will discuss options and
ultimately exit early to accommodate the member(s) who is not confident in the safety and
wellbeing of the party under said conditions.
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A History of the White Pass
Knowing a little bit about the history, culture, and general background of the area
around the expedition not only adds to the experience, but may lessen the “tourist”
appearance brought to a new environment. In some situations it can be a useful tool to
understanding the people of the area, avoiding offensive or embarrassing situations, and
just bringing a learning experience to the expedition.
The White Pass is a mountain pass which runs through the boundary section
bordering southeast Alaska and British Columbia. The White Pass connects Skagway, an
Alaskan port town along a fjord, to the interior Canada, specifically the Yukon Territory
which became famous during the 1898 Gold Rush.23
Nearly ten years before the
onset of the 1898 gold rush in
1887, Skookum Jim a Tlingit
(Pronounced klin-kit) native of
the area led Capt. William Moore
a member of a Canadian survey
party over the White Pass,
unnamed at the time.
Above, prospectors traverse the White Pass trail during the 1898 Gold Rush. This narrow
section of trail saw the death of many pack animals and was referred to as “Dead Horse
Gulch”. Copyright: Meston's Travels/ Shaw Productions

23

Clifford, Howard. The Skagway Story: A History of Alaska's Most Famous Gold Rush Town and Some of the People Who Made
That History. Anchorage: Alaska Northwest Pub., 1975. Print.
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The group descended into a valley which would eventually be settled in Moore’s
name as Mooresville, later being renamed to Skagway an adaption of the Tlingit spelling of
Skagua which means windy place.24 Moore returned the next year with his son Bernard and
they lay claim to the land, laying the groundwork for a small settlement along the fjord. By
1896 the first prospectors began travelling Moore’s crude trail through the White Pass, and
two years later yellow page journalism and discovery of a “ton of gold”25 leads to a gold
rush explosion out of Skagway. By 1898 Skagway population was up between 8,000 &
10,000 people, construction began that May to build a railroad through the White Pass. At
the onset of the 1898 potential prospectors
had two choices to get into the Yukon, they could hike 33 miles, a shorter but brutal
trek, over the Chilkoot Trail out of Dyea; or they
could depart from Skagway into the White
Pass, longer at 44 miles but labeled as pack animal
friendly by the local journalists, by its definition this
meant that two fully loaded pack animals could pass
each other along the trail safely shoulder to
shoulder.

Prospectors during the 1898 Klondike Goldrush climbing
the famous section of the Chilkoot Trail referred to as the
Golden Staircase, with over a 1,000ft vertical gain in the
last half mile.
Photo taken from Skagway2011.blogspot.com

24

Brady, Jeff. "Skagway History." - Skagway, Alaska. Skagway Convention & Visitors Bureau, n.d. Web. Oct. 2012.
<http://skagway.com/skagway-history/>.
25

Brady, Jeff. "Skagway History." - Skagway, Alaska. Skagway Convention & Visitors Bureau, n.d. Web. Oct. 2012.
<http://skagway.com/skagway-history/>.
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To the contrary many prospectors lost horses and mules on the narrow trail through the
pass either due to over exertion on technical terrain or through falls when attempting to
pass; the White Pass was often referred to as the “dead horse trail”. To many people
distances between 33 – 44 miles do not seem very long nor do they justify the months of
trekking that prospectors underwent but what is often overlooked is the 2,000 lbs of
supplies prospectors were required to carry in as mandated by the Canadian Customs.26
The early prospectors coming into the White Pass region settling the towns of Dyea and
Skagway were primarily middle to low class men, some of whom had spent their entire
life’s savings to attempt to hit it big in the Yukon gold rush. To the dismay of many who
arrived after the news headlines exploded in 1898 most of the gold producing claims along
the Bonanza and Eldorado creeks. Over 10,000 claims were recorded by July 189827, those
who arrived after this usually became
workers on the railroad project, destined to
make minimal wages and blow most of their
earnings on the many bars and brothels back
in Skagway on their off days. Of the 100,000
or so men who came to Alaska and the
Yukon during the 1898 Gold rush only a few
actually made any profit, the average
estimated cost to reach southeast Alaska was
around $1,000 during the time or $27,000 in
today’s currency.28 The few men who had gold
producing claims often turned to alcohol abuse

Some of the prospectors on trail towards the Yukon during
the 1898 Gold Rush.
Photo copyright of Ursi’s blog

or squandered their money on further mining operations, many died impoverished. Some
savvy businessmen, figured out that making money off the prospectors and settlers was a
surefire way to hit it big, among them was Fredrick Trump, father to Donald Trump the
well known real-estate business mogul.29 By selling mining supplies, clothing, food, alcohol,
26
27
28
29

Jones, Charlotte Foltz. Yukon Gold: The Story of the Klondike Gold Rush. New York: Holiday House, 1999. Print.
Winslow, Kathryn. Big Pan-out: The Klondike Story. London: Phoenix House, 1952. Print.
Berton, Pierre. Klondike; the Last Great Gold Rush, 1896-1899. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1972. Print.
Blair, Gwenda. The Trumps: Three Generations That Built an Empire. New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000. Print.
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even sex men and women who settled the towns on either end of the White Pass in
Skagway and Dawson effectively turned profits off any and all visitors to the area.
Prospectors who successfully traversed the White Pass would reach the end of the
trail at Lake Bennett where they would then construct rafts and float on down the Yukon
River towards Dawson City and the gold fields.
With the completion of the White Pass Yukon Railroad on July 29th, 190030
prospectors had a new, fast means of transport through the White Pass. The railroad was
never of much use to the prospectors though as the 1898 Gold Rush was a short lived
boom; by the early 1900’s things were beginning to mellow out in the area. The installation
of the White Pass railroad kept Skagway alive while its sister town over in Dyea died off
due to the new, faster method of transport. By 1903 less than a dozen residents remained
in Dyea31, many had packed up and relocated to Skagway, taking down entire buildings to
be used for lumber in Skagway. The White Pass and the railway that runs through it
became a major source of professional mining operations. Ore was extracted from the
Yukon and transported through the pass to Skagway via the White Pass Railroad. This
operation would continue on until 1982 when the Yukon mining operation collapsed
leading to the shutdown of railway operations.32 The railway would open back up 6 years
later in 1988 as the tourism industry in Skagway began to pick up.

30

"History." White Pass & Yukon Route Railroad. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012. <http://www.wpyr.com/history/>.

31

1898, Dyea At Its "height of Prosperity"October 1897 - May. National Parks Service. National Parks Service, 22 July 2012.
Web. Oct. 2012. <http://www.nps.gov/klgo/historyculture/dyea.htm>.
32

History." White Pass & Yukon Route Railroad. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012. <http://www.wpyr.com/history/>.
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In 1942 the White Pass and the railroad allowed U.S. troops direct access to
Skagway and the fjord. During the Second World War the White Pass saw up to 20 trains a
day climbing its summit delivering troops and supplies to the area.33 Over 3,000 soldiers
came into the area taking over the Fire Department and offering their services to the
residents of Skagway. During the 1943 and 1944 Skagway River cresting, the presence of
the troops who helped build up dikes was essential to preventing a total washout of the
town.
In the 1970’s building support for a road connecting Skagway to the Yukon pushed
the Canadian government to construct 33.6 miles of road to the Alaskan border, the State of
Alaska agreed to build their 9.4 miles later that year. This project birthed the South
Klondike Highway, running through the White Pass on the opposite side from the railroad
and giving local residents the ability to travel between Whitehorse in Canada and Skagway
in Alaska. This also connected Skagway to the Alcan Highway via Canada, by going south
drivers could end up in the continental U.S. and by driving north they could end up in the
interior Alaska.

33

Brady, Jeff. "Skagway History." - Skagway, Alaska. Skagway Convention & Visitors Bureau, n.d. Web. Oct. 2012.
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Presently the White Pass sees substantial car traffic as locals continue to enjoy the
capability of traveling back and forth between Whitehorse and Skagway. The White Pass
railroad no longer serves its original purposes of gold, ore and cargo transportation,
however it remains an active railway to this day and is Alaska’s #1 tourist shore excursion
attraction. During the 2011
011 tourist season the railway carried over 380,000 passengers
through the White Pass along a 67.5 mile section of the original 110 mile railway.34

A modern day photo of the White Pass Railway
carrying tourists on a scenic tour of the White Pass.
Photo copyright of the White Pass & Yukon Route

34

“History." White Pass & Yukon Route Railroad
Railroad.. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012. <http://www.wpyr.com/history/>.
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Seasonal Weather & Conditions
White Pass, AK

The White Pass’ location in south east Alaska gives it an abundance of precipitation which
is derived off the mild temperatures and humidity of the nearby Pacific Ocean. On the U.S.
side outside Skagway the pass is subject to a coastal climate, this means warmer winters,
lots of precipitation and a wetter, heavier snow than what would be found in zones further
removed from a large body of water such as the Pacific.35 Further up the pass, towards
Tutshi Lake, the conditions begin to transition into more of a continental climate; this is
due to a gradual elevation gain as the pass winds north east away from the coastal climate
found in Skagway and towards the drier, colder, semi-arid climate that characterizes south
western Yukon located at the north end of the White Pass. These two distinct climates
form two zones on the south and north end of the pass with a third conflict zone located
somewhere in between the two, this often causes erratic weather conditions.36

35 Vallier, Claude. White Pass Backcountry Skiing. Yukon: Claude Vallier, 2012. Print.
36 Vallier, Claude. White Pass Backcountry Skiing. Yukon: Claude Vallier, 2012. Print.
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Because of this unique transition the White Pass experiences three types of snow profile:
1. At the south end, a coastal condition means heavy precipitation, which is often dense
and wet snow. This zone ends somewhere in the vicinity of Mt. Cleveland/Log Cabin
area.(See Routes section for reference)
2. In the area of the White Pass between Mt. Cleveland and Log Cabin Mtn. a transition
zone forms starting more closely related to a coastal pack and becoming drier and
colder further to the north.
3. Lastly, in the section north of Log Cabin area a continental climate exists with less
precipitation than the southern section of the pass, snow cover is thinner but drier and
colder.

In the transition zone where the unstable coastal air mass meets the continental air mass of
the Yukon, a distinct cloud layer often exists as evidence of this phenomenon. Towards
Skagway and the U.S. a flat dark grey cloud layer obscures a majority of the sky, looking
from the log cabin to the north towards the Yukon skiers can see the continental cloud
coverage, typically whiter, puffier and sparser than to the south. The cloud cover to the
south does 3 things to affect the climate, 1) During the day it reflects the sun’s short
wavelengths or sunlight 2) It absorbs thermal radiation from the sun similar to a
greenhouse effect and channels this radiation downwards towards the Earth 3) The cloud
cover reflects the Earth’s thermal radiation back down towards the Earth.37 These three
roles of the cloud cover mean less exposure to sunlight and a more moderate temperature
change with the onset of night time. Meanwhile the less obscured skies to the north allow
heat to whisk away from the earth and escape up into the upper atmosphere equating to a

37

"Surface Hoar." Surface Hoar. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012. <http://www.fsavalanche.com/Encyclopedia/surface_hoar.htm>.
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more drastic temperature decline when the sun goes down. Sometimes if the temperature
drop is radical enough and the humidity is up, the snowpack’s top layers begins to morph
into tiny ice crystals known as surface hoar commonly known as frost. When buried by
accumulated snowfall the surface hoar becomes a weak layer in the snowpack and can add
complexity to the snow’s profile. Just
a few hours of calm, clear night is all
that is needed to form surface hoar
which is often distributed
sporadically being influenced by
elevation and cloud cover, it is also
easily destroyed by winds which can

Above: An example of surface hoar found during a snow profile analysis.
Photo credit: West Central Montana Avalanche Foundation

lead to pockets of hoar which form in sec
sections
tions more protected from the wind.38
Another factor which greatly affects the climate and conditions within the pass is
wind, which can at times be intense and shift erratically, especially in the transition zone.
The sun plays an important part to the conditions in the White Pass. During the
winter months, November - February, and specifically the winter solstice, December 21st,
the sun will only rise for a few hours before setting once again. At the opposite spectrum of
things, the summer months betwee
between May – July see extended hours of daylight, with
enough visible light to still feel like daytime even as late as 2 a.m. 39

38

39

"Surface Hoar." Surface Hoar.. N.p., n.d. Web. Oct. 2012. <http://www.fsavalanche.com/Encyclopedia/surface_hoar.htm>.

"Predefined Locations for Sunrise Sunset Calendar." Predefined Locations for Sunrise Sunset Calendar.
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